
WRITING A CONCEPT DESIGN

Most of the famous designs globally are famous because of their 'outstanding concepts'. Many have failed just because
of the opposite.

As we already said, it is difficult to give readers an applicable interior design concept statement example;
because it is their ideas that will help them complete the project successfully. Generally, you should try to
explain your idea in the shortest possible way, but without missing any of the important details that would sell
it. The challenge is to keep the design concept short and concise, and include few sentences paragraphs instead
of long texts. The project summary describes the problem you think the concept addresses, the ways in which
the concept will address that problem and the overall goals for the concept. A good statement provides enough
detail for the client to understand your intentions and strategy. It is the end user who will finally judge your
design. What is the product about? Stephy 3 years ago No wonder my concepts always made me feel
something was wrong with them! Your point regarding flowery language is a significant aspect to consider. In
a business concept statement example, if the client wants a homey environment in his office, the designer has
to work out a specific lighting, painting, and furnishing approach to deliver the appropriate results. Good luck!
Create a project summary for the concept. Your core product In this section, you need to discuss the product or
service that your company is offering as well as those that your company is still planning to offer. Though one
can go through bulk of literature, but it is the experience and practice which makes you the master. Thereof,
you will hardly find a complete step-by-step guide of interior design tips that apply to all homes â€” the best
designers and experts can do is to suggest a basic framework where all developments and improvements will
depend exclusively on individual needs. The objective here is more than clear, but you have to consider all
available options for completing it. How to Write a Design Concept Statement Writing a concept statement is
the same way as writing a mission statement. I am quoting few examples for you, result of great thinking
process : Source : images. This statement provides prospective clients with the visual elements of your design
ideas for the space that they want to be changed or upgraded, but it also gives you the opportunity to express
your inspiration and vision in a way that differentiates you from other interior designers that are competing for
the same project. Close the concept paper with estimates regarding the projected income from the concept and
the growth it will experience within a specific time period. Stay away from jargon that sounds technical, and
work on your statement until it conveys as much as possible about your idea in as few words as possible.
These are few tips for beginners and those who find it difficult to start the design process. Include a section
that describes the potential customers for your concept and how you plan to market the concept to them. She
and her growing team, based in Wisconsin, have written hundreds of concepts and achieved many successful
A. Lay down the specific problems you need to address and how your company can help in achieving that
goal. Collecting these answers is critical to the success of your design concept statement. You need to create a
layout on how to present your ideas. Source : images. There is a sea of knowledge yet to be sailed upon. Here
are the steps on how to write a design concept statement. Concepts for new products that directly benefit
customers will need a description of the marketing placement, price and position the product will take. For
example, if your concept involves the production of an electric car, provide examples of other manufacturers
that produced electric vehicles and the benefits the company experienced. Which are the requirements of the
interior?


